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FIND THE CAREER THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU

It’s important to know what
future employment in Australia
looks like. The nature of jobs
and work is changing. Not all
jobs are full-time. Some people
work part-time and have more
than one job. People work from
home and some people work
for themselves. In fact, you’re
likely to have 8–12 jobs in your
lifetime.
Today, there are 12 million
Australians at work. Employment
is matched to the goods and
services we produce as well as
the population. The more people
there are, the more services
needed such as housing,
hospitals, food and education.
We are seeing increases in
demand for childcare and
schools, personal services,
fitness, aged care and health
services.
Technology is also changing the
way we work, so having strong
IT skills will be a plus. Many jobs
will be automated, therefore jobs
that need Science, Technology,
Engineering and Maths (STEM)
qualifications will also be in high
demand.
Most jobs require a qualification.
To get a job you need to be
skilled and trained either at
university or a vocational college
such as TAFE or complete an
apprenticeship.

The perfect match
The secret to finding the right career is matching your personality style
to careers that you are genuinely interested in. When your strengths
match the job, it’s a “good fit”. Employers call these your employability
or transferable skills.
In our research, we’ve found that people are most successful when
they are in jobs that allow them to use their natural strengths. Knowing
your personality style is one of the best ways of finding out what you
are good at, and the careers that match best.

You are unique
We all have great potential and each personality style has its own
unique strengths and weaknesses. You have your individual talents;
what you’re good at; how you like to do things; and what you enjoy
most. These can be different from your family and friends and that’s
what makes you unique.
Knowing your strengths can help you choose your career and also
help to build your self-esteem. By using your strengths you also gain
confidence.

Take the next step
Your MyCareerMatch Personality Profile report lists a number of career
choices that match the talents you have. We don’t expect that you will
be attracted to all of these. Select the ones you find interesting and do
your research to find out more.
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PERSONALITY PROFILE

Your personality style is:

MyCareerMatch uses four style identifiers:
·· (D) Driver
·· (P) Promoter
·· (S) Supporter

DOMINANT STYLE

BACKUP STYLE

Driver

Analyser

·· (A) Analyser
When blended together in varying percentages,
these four personality styles make us who we are.

There is no right or wrong style, and one style is not
better than another. All styles can succeed or fail.
What’s important is what you do with your talents
and the skills and education you receive.

Driver

Our research tells us that the closer your personality
style matches your job – the happier, more
productive and less stressed you are likely to be.

Drivers are Adventurers – strong willed, practical
and decisive. They are action orientated and results
driven. Drivers like to lead and win every challenge.

100%
90%

Promoter

80%
70%
60%

Promoters are Socialisers – outgoing, fun and
charming. They are great communicators who
inspire others with their imagination.

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%

Supporter

0%

Supporters are Helpers – kind, dependable and
practical. They are easy to get along with and enjoy
helping people.

D

P

S

A

People are a blend of all four styles and each style
has its level of strength. This graph indicates how
strongly each style influences your personality. The
highest is your Dominant style. This is the one that
governs how you behave most of the time.

Analyser

The second is your Backup style. It’s like your
co-pilot and kicks in when there’s a need for
balance and sound decision making. When styles
are of equal percentage the order to determine
your style is D, P, S then A.

Analysers are Thinkers – great with facts and
numbers. They are well-organised, strive for
accuracy and like to pay attention to details.
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YOUR DRIVER ANALYSER STYLE
Add to
your
resume

Your work related strengths

Driver Analysers are determined people who have
great confidence, are not easily side tracked, and
can’t be pushed into doing something they don’t
want to do. This can make you very stubborn but
also very driven. You say exactly what you think and
sometimes this will challenge others but you don’t
mind because you are a direct, straight-forward
person who, once having set your mind on
something, just goes after it.

·· Working with defined tasks and tangible
products
·· Bringing order to confusing data and sorting
facts
·· Working alone or alongside others you respect
·· Being cool and calm in a crisis
·· Knowing what needs doing to get the job done

You feel that you can manage things on your own
if you have to, and you are confident when making
decisions. You are prepared to take calculated risks
and give it a go. You like to take charge and are
not afraid to tackle new situations. You are a great
problem solver and have the ability to carefully
consider and weigh up your options. You thrive on
challenges and being the winner is your ultimate
goal. You don’t get too emotional and prefer to deal
with facts and figures rather than people. You’re not
unsocial but you don’t have to have people around
you all the time.

·· Adapting to sudden change

Qualities you bring to a job
·· You accept challenges
·· You value time
·· You adhere to procedures and policies
·· You get results

You are a creative thinker and something of an
inventor. Your talent to think things through helps
to drive your adventurer spirit. It also allows you to
come up with new ideas that you try out. You persist
with something until you become an expert.

·· You make decisions
·· You solve problems
·· You focus on detail
·· You bring reality to the situation
·· You enjoy working to guidelines

Words that describe you
Inventive, creative, demanding, assertive, forward
thinking, forceful, reserved, thoughtful, logical,
active, alert, direct, self-starter, systematic, precise,
accurate, perfectionist.
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YOUR DRIVER ANALYSER STYLE
Add to
your
resume

Your ideal job environment

What we admire about you
·· You are a determined person

Driver Analysers perform best when they:

·· You have confidence in yourself

·· There is freedom from control and supervision
·· There are challenges and rewards

·· You are able to handle things on your own

·· Tasks can be broken down into measurable
components

·· You are decisive
·· You know what you want and go after it

·· Relationship skills are not required

·· You like to get results when you do things

·· There is an opportunity to delegate
and manage

·· You have a lot of drive
·· You are upfront with people

·· You can make decisions

·· You have high standards

·· Technical, task-orientated work is required

·· You always try to do your best work

·· Quality and standards are considered important

·· You like things to be organised
·· You do things in a logical way
·· You like to think about things then decide
·· You are a trustworthy person

Things you like
·· New ideas

Add to
your
resume

·· A new challenge
·· To make things happen

What you are good at

·· To show you can do it yourself

·· Overcoming obstacles

·· Be respected for what you do

·· Pushing the group ahead

·· Be in charge

·· Accepting challenges

·· Practical ideas and suggestions

·· Getting results

·· To finish what you start

·· Providing leadership

·· Doing things you know you’re good at

·· Working carefully
·· Solving problems
·· Organising material
·· Thinking logically
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YOUR DRIVER ANALYSER STYLE
Add to
your
resume

Driver Analysers make a difference by:

Taking charge

Setting high standards

Your leadership skills compel you to take charge
and be in control. You make a difference when
it’s needed to turn a business around or solve a
problem because you are willing to back yourself.
Your self-confidence and leadership qualities
encourage others to follow and support you.

Your natural instinct to win means that you
set high standards for yourself and others.
You encourage others to be the best they
can be and not to expect anything less than
success. You respect loyalty and hard work.

Being a creative thinker

Solving problems

You are a visionary and a “future orientated”
person who doesn’t look back. You are good
at developing concepts, sometimes the bigger
the better. Nothing is impossible. You use a
logical approach to design and innovate.

You are a natural and gifted problem solver. You
are able to get to the core of an issue or problem
and provide solutions that work. You see the
problem as a challenge rather than a setback,
and this gives you clarity to see through it.

Looking at the big picture

Getting it done on time

You prefer to work with the big picture or
the big idea, rather than the details. Your
rational approach allows you to see how
things connect. Your visionary thinking lets
you see how everything relates to each
other and where problems may arise.

You are realistic and strive for results such as
getting things done on time, or saving money, or
figuring out how to be more productive. You want
to see tasks completed efficiently. You ensure that
things are done correctly and deadlines are met.
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YOUR TOP 5 STUDY AREAS

Here’s why we recommended the following key study areas and careers for you…
You are good at creating order and using logic to build things step-by-step, and you’re very task-oriented.
Your high standards and organisational skills are ideal for a career in these areas, where you could easily
take on a leadership role. Your strong leadership skills make you well suited to the world of business.
You have a confidence and determination that make you a perfect match for a successful career.

Click on the careers to explore our degree options

Business, Marketing and Law
Careers:

Thrive in today’s global
business environment.
Develop critical and creative
problem-solving and
decision-making skills. Be
mentored by a business
leader and study overseas.

·· Accountant
·· Chief financial officer
·· Corporate finance
lawyer
·· Economist
·· Entrepreneur
·· Financial planner

··
··
··
··

General manager
Investment banker
Lawyer
Logistics and
supply manager
·· Mortgage broker
·· Paralegal

Engineering, Mathematics, Science and Environments
Turn ideas into action
and inspire the next wave
of engineering and new
technologies including
robotics, manufacturing
systems, critical
infrastructure and renewable
energy sources.

Careers:
·· Civil engineer
·· Environmental
protection officer
·· Mechanical engineer
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·· Project manager
·· Scientist
·· Surveyor
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Information Technology
Careers:

Explore the infinite
possibilities of information
technology and its many
applications. Discover
games and entertainment
design, through to mobile
applications, cybersecurity
and software development.

·· Computer programmer
·· Computer security
specialist
·· IT manager
·· Software engineer

Building and Construction
Careers:

Discover the fast-paced
and complex world of
construction and learn ways
of building new foundations
to improve the quality of
life for present and future
generations.

·· Construction manager
·· Estimator
·· Quantity surveyor

Health
Build a dynamic career
in the health industry,
focusing on the wellbeing of
communities and inspiring
healthy and active lifestyles.

Careers:
·· Forensic scientist
·· Medical scientist
·· Sports counsellor
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MORE CAREER RECOMMENDATIONS

Based on your Driver Analyser personality you may also be suited to the following areas:
Click on the careers to explore our degree options

Art, Architecture and Design

Communication and Media

·· Digital and web designer
·· Special effects coordinator
·· Online editor

·· Cartoonist
·· Product designer
·· Technical illustrator

Education

Tourism and Sports

·· Business development
manager
·· Recreation manager
·· Tourism policy planner

·· Middle school teacher
·· Primary school teacher
·· Science teacher

Not considering uni?
Explore some alternative
careers that may not
require a university
degree, but are well
matched to your Driver
Analyser personality
profile.

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··
··

Accounts clerk
Army officer
Automotive electrician
Building contractor
Carpenter
Chef
Construction worker
Dental hygienist
Farmer/farm manager
Firefighter
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Forester
Landcare worker
Librarian
Livestock farmer
Navy officer
Painter and decorator
Police officer
Retail manager
Security officer

We acknowledge the kind permission of
the Australian Government Department
of Employment for access to Job Outlook.
More information about these occupations
can be found by following the links. Job
Outlook websites can contain a wide
range of career information and recent
labour market research findings on
around 350 individual occupations.

STUDY
WITH
THE
BEST.

SA’s No. 1 University
for graduate careers*.

QILT: Graduate Destinations Survey 2015 and Graduate Outcomes Survey 2016-17 – Full-time Employment Indicator.
Public SA-founded universities only.
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